
I have good news to share!  
The National Research 
Council just recently 
released its new 2010  
rankings of graduate 
research programs, and 
UCSB Physics has done 
very well.  Our Depart-
ment has gone from 
being the 21st top physics 
department in the nation 
in 1982, to 10th in 1995, 
to now being in the  top 
5! It is a distinction shared 

only with Harvard, Princeton, Berkeley 
and MIT.  We are significantly smaller than 
these other departments, and it is now 
critical that we maintain (and improve!) 
our high stature. As you will see from this 
newsletter, the Department continues to 
attract excellent students and postdocs, 
and continues to receive accolades for our 
research and education.

The academic world is not isolated from 
the rest of the economy, and the past few 
years have been a particularly challenging 
and difficult time for everyone at the Univer-
sity of California.  There have been layoffs, 
faculty and staff have been furloughed, 
retirements have not been replaced, there 
is  less support for graduate teaching assis-
tant positions, and undergraduates have  
faced more crowded classes.

However, the situation is improving, and 
I am very optimistic about our future.  
Thanks to support from the new Califor-
nia state budget, the furloughs have just 
ended and the hiring freeze at UCSB has 
just been lifted. The Physics Department 
has requested and been granted leave 
to fill  two new faculty positions: a new 
lecturer position to be shared between 
the College of Creative Studies and the 
College of Letters and Science, and an 
experimentalist in condensed matter phys-
ics (broadly defined). This will help us to 

maintain excellence both in research and 
in educating and preparing bright young 
minds for successful future careers.

Many of you know Francesc Roig from his 
outstanding teaching and leadership of 
the physics program in the College of Cre-
ative Studies.  He has now earned a very 
well-deserved retirement, and we very 
much hope that the new lecturer we seek 
to hire will be able to build on his tremen-
dous legacy.

I also want to welcome two truly excel-
lent scientists, Ania Bleszynski-Jayich and 
Cenke Xu, who have just joined our fac-
ulty in the Department.

I want to thank my predecessor, Mark 
Srednicki, for his outstanding leadership 
as chair of the Physics Department in the 
last five years. Mark successfully navigated 
the Department through some very sig-
nificant challenges, and it will be difficult 
to fill his shoes.  I feel extremely fortunate 
to be leading a Department that is filled 
with superb faculty, staff, researchers, and 
students.

I am also very grateful for the support 
of you, our alumni and friends in the 
community, especially in these difficult 
economic times.  Please always feel free to 
contact me or visit with us at the various 
events (page 12) that we are organizing 
throughout the year.  Or drop by if you 
are in town!

Omer Blaes 
Department Chair 
UCSB Physics
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Awards and Honors

Tommaso Treu has been 
named the 2010 recipient of 
the Newton Lacy Pierce Prize 
in Astronomy by the Ameri-
can Astronomical Society. The 
prize is awarded annually  for 
outstanding achievement, 
over the past five years, in 
observational astronomical 

research based on measurements of radiation 
from an astronomical object. It is given to an 
astronomer who has not attained 36 years of 
age in the year designated for the award.

David Awschalom has 
been awarded the Turnbull 
Lecturer Award which recog-
nizes the career of a scientist 
who has made outstanding 
contributions to understand-
ing materials phenomena 

and properties through research, writing, and 
lecturing, as exemplified by David Turnbull.

UCSB Astrophysicist, Lars 
Bildsten a permanent mem-
ber of the Kavli Institute for 
Theoretical Physics, has been 
awarded the Wayne Rosing, 
Simon and Diana Raab Chair 
in Theoretical Astrophysics in 
recognition of his pioneering 

contributions to the discipline. 

Gary Horowitz has been 
elected as one of the 72 new 
members of the National 
Academy of Sciences, in rec-
ognition of his research on 
questions involving gravity 
under the most extreme con-
ditions. 

Ania Bleszynski-Jayich is 
a condensed matter experi-
mentalist who earned her 
bachelors degree at Stanford 
University and her PhD at Har-
vard University. She specializes 
in scanning probe microscopy 
and cantilever torque mag-

netometry to perform electron transport and 
magnetization studies of semiconducting and 
metallic nanostructures and single molecule 
magnets. In 2008 she was awarded the L’Oreal 
Postdoctoral Fellowship for Women in  
Science as well as the Martin and Beate Block 
Winter Fund Award for Outstanding Young  
Scientist. In addition to her excellence as a physi-
cist, she was also ranked the number one junior 
tennis player in the nation in 1994! We also offer 
our congratulations to Ania Bleszynski for being 
awarded an Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
Young Investigator grant, one of only 43 scien-
tists to receive this award. 

Cenke Xu is a condensed 
matter theorist who earned his 
bachelor degree at Tsinghua 
University in Beijing and his 
PhD at UC Berkeley. He was 
also awarded a prestigious 
Harvard Junior Fellowship for 
three years. He does cutting 
edge work in areas such as 
topological insulators, quan-
tum criticality, new iron-based 

superconductors and ultra-cold trapped atoms.  
He is currently helping to organize the  
upcoming 2011 program on Holographic Duality  
and Condensed Matter Physics at the Kavli  
Institute for Theoretical Physics.
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News Briefs

The Las Cumbres Obser-
vatory Lecture Series took  
place from May 10-13 and  
hosted Professor Robert  
Kennicutt Jr. of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge. His  
lecture, Hot Results on 
Cool Galaxies: The Hid-

den Universe Revealed, was presented to 
great turn-out at the Santa Barbara Museum of 
Natural History.

The annual event, Parents  
and Family Weekend, 
held on October 22nd, 
attracted over 50 parents 
who visited and toured 
the physics department. 
The weekend provided 

an opportunity for parents to familiarize them-
selves with the undergraduate program, student 
research opportunities and research currently 
being conducted by UCSB Physics Faculty. 

Highlights
On October 1st, graduate stu-
dents joined faculty, senior 
researchers, postdocs, and 
undergraduate researchers 
from UCSB, the Kavli Institute 
for Theoretical Physics (KITP), 
and the Las Cumbres Observa-
tory Global Telescope (LCOGT) 

in a local astrophysics research symposium. The 
event- “Santa Barbara Astro Day’’ - was orga-
nized by Professor Lars Bildsten, 
TABASGO Postdoctoral Fellow 
Moire Prescott, LCOGT Postdoc-
toral Fellow Federica Bianco 
and KITP Postdoctoral Fellow 
Greg Dobler, with the goal of 
informing both students and 
more senior researchers alike 
about the diversity of ongoing, 
cutting-edge astrophysical research being done 

throughout the Santa Barbara 
area. Participants presented 
their latest results on subjects  
ranging from eclipsing white  
dwarfs and unusual super-
novae to colliding galaxies, 
supermassive black holes, and 
cosmology.  This highly suc-

cessful event is held yearly in the 
hope of sparking new research investigations, 
inspiring new scientific collaborations, and fos-
tering new connections across the entire Santa 
Barbara astrophysics community.

Greb Dobler

Moire Prescott

According to the results 
from the National Research 
Council (NRC), the Phys-
ics program at UCSB is 
ranked in the top five grad-
uate programs across the 
country. Chancellor Henry 

Yang commented “These new rankings... serve 
as a resounding affirmation of the quality and 
diversity of our doctoral programs...” 

Federica Bianco

Department News

David Awschalom, Physics 
professor, and graduate stu-
dent Shawn Mack published 
their research on gallium man-
ganese arsenide in the online 
edition of Nature Materials. This 
semiconductor might one day 

allow computers to turn waste heat into power.

UCSB Physics alumnus, 
Amir Abo-Shaeer, has 
been awarded a MacArthur 
“Genius Grant”, the first pub-
lic high school teacher to 
win this award. 
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Department Milestones
Q&A with Francesc Roig

Francesc Roig has retired after 30 years of leading the College 
of Creative Studies (CCS) Physics program.  To understand 
how Francesc came to be such a successful teacher and 
mentor, Ben Mazin interviewed him for Inside Physics.

How did you get into Physics education?

Well, I was at the time a visiting lecturer at the University of 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee.  I got a letter - out of the blue - from 
Jose Fulco, who was the chairman of this department, asking 
me if I would be interested in coming to UCSB to teach classes.  
I said “Yes”!  So he took me on as a lecturer and I started 
with regular Physics classes: Physics 6ABC and 7ABC- which 
were the equivalent of Physics 3, 4 and 5 today-  and then I 
was hired as a lecturer here, so that put me on the teaching 
track. I spent my first five years teaching lower division, upper 
division, and occasionally physics 205, and physics 200C. 
It was just by chance - I had graduated in High Energy Physics 
Theory, but at the time it was very difficult to get post-doc-
toral positions, so I ended up at the University of Wisconsin 
on a temporary position.  I don’t know how Fulco found me, 
he just sent this letter out of the blue, which said “Would you 
like to come here and teach classes?”.  I said, “Yes”.  I started 
in the fall of 1980.

What were your favorite moments at UCSB, both 
inside and outside the classroom?

For me it was just interacting with the students and the 
give and take that goes with it.  With the big lectures there 
will always be students that were very interesting to talk 
to who would come to office hours. Then, of course, in 
the CCS classes the interaction with the students just has 
been very, very interesting.  Teaching CCS in a small class 
was a great way for me to learn Physics because you have 

to be prepared to answer questions that they’ll ask you.  I 
also like the large classes. I especially liked Physics 6. I had 
good rapport with the students.  If I had an especially good 
lecture that I could see that I had gotten the point across, 
either in the CCS classes or the L&S classes, those were very 
rewarding moments. 

What do you think are the strengths of the CCS 
program?

I think it is the students.  Many of them would have gone to 
UC Berkeley or Caltech or MIT, and we are able to get these 
students because of the small size of the classes plus the 
in-depth coverage of material. I developed the curriculum 
for the CCS program and I always covered the material 
much more in-depth, even doing Lagrangian methods in 
the freshman class, things like that.  So that gave the CCS 
program a depth that students wouldn’t get many other 
places, or in general physics classes or large classes. Also the 
problem sessions, which are extra lectures with problem 
solving where you interact with the students: the students 
go to the board and then they show how to go about 
solving some of the challenging problems. All these things 
together make the CCS program so strong. 

We’ve had a lot of successful students here. Do 
you think there is one characteristic that stands 
out that makes someone a successful CCS student?

The enthusiasm that they have: the single-minded enthusi-
asm. They get into research in the Physics department right 
away in their second year. They are smart people, naturally; 
and they really want to learn. The most successful CCS stu-
dents had the drive to really dive into research, and to learn 
the material and understand it. These are students who just 
were very devoted to Physics and the rest just came by itself. 
And that’s one of the nice traits of the CCS program.

Do you have any specific funny or memorable 
stories from teaching? 

I used to do lecture demonstrations, and when I started they 
had this bed of nails - now, nobody uses that!  You lie down 
on a board with nails and they put another board with nails 
on top of you and a big cinder block on top of that. And 
then the guy in the back room would come out dressed like 
an executioner and with a big sledge hammer would smash 
the cinder block.  They would play some music and display 
the cinder block.  Once, my wife was there taking pictures 
of it, and she was laughing all the time and this girl, one of 
the students sitting next to her, very seriously touched my 
wife and said “How can you be laughing at a time like this?”

 •	
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Joseph d’Anna[
Joe D’Anna left UCSB in 1996 after earning a Ph.D. in theoretical physics 
with Anthony Zee, doing research in random matrix theory. He dove directly 
into a finance career and has since held financial engineering, structuring 
and strategy roles at investment banks and a successful start-up; been a fea-
tured derivatives expert at industry conferences and in financial publications 
(including The Wall St. Journal); published original research in economics 
and finance; and even filed a patent application on a financial product. He 
is now a managing director in the Investment Banking Division of Goldman 
Sachs.

What do you think is so unique about the Physics Department at 
UCSB?

No other top-tier physics program is so ideally situated.  Obviously, Santa 
Barbara itself is one of the most attractive places to live in the world.  More 
importantly, UCSB Physics resides within the spheres of a diversity of unique 
research centers where ideas and technologies from physics play an essential 
role.  Students enjoy an abundance of opportunities to observe and partici-

pate in the exciting research happening within the numerous engineering, materials and nanotechnology centers of 
UCSB; the Center for Financial Mathematics and Statistics; and of course the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics where 
I did my doctoral work.

How has your UCSB experience shaped your work?

Completing a Ph.D. in physics at UCSB didn’t shape my work so much as help shape who I am.  I earned undergraduate 
degrees in math and physics from a small liberal arts school, the University of Redlands. The primary emphasis of the 
school was on broad scholarship, learning, testing and personalizing the insights of others. Though Redlands physics 
and math departments did offer undergraduate research experience, at UCSB I found myself immersed (nearly drown-
ing) in a culture of intellectual intensity where students are encouraged to push past boundaries, to aspire to do work 
others may someday study. UCSB’s Physics program demands acute reliance on the problem solving intuition, technical 
skill, and relentless work ethic I consider the hallmark of a physicist.

How did you become interested in finance?

I get the greatest charge from translating a bit of mathematics into some real world advantage or insight. Shortly after 
entering UCSB, I started an investment club with several college math buddies. I left figuring out the legal, tax, and 
accounting aspects to the others and began exploring analytic stock selection and portfolio management. In no time, 
I realized modern finance co-opts great gobs of mathematical physics technology (for example, valuing a derivative 
security using the famous Black-Scholes-Merton model is essentially equivalent to solving a boundary value problem of 
the heat equation). Even the area of my own graduate research, Random Matrix Theory, has found application within 
mathematical finance (see Bouchaud and Potters, Theory of Financial Risk and Derivative Pricing, 2009).

Did you find the transition from physics to finance difficult?

I was fortunate to secure an excellent “post-doc” position at Bank of America in San Francisco, serving as a market risk 
analyst and model validator. One former physicist (and former KITP post-doc!) at Bank of America, Rick Davis, made a 
presentation to my group about a highly complex derivative transaction. The technical aspects of pricing the deal were 
enough to merit his expertise but he was just as essential to his team because, being a trained physicist, he was able to 
rapidly understand, adapt analysis to, and explain for management every other aspect of this transaction that extended 
into multiple legal, tax, accounting, currency, and risk regimes.  This was for me: the investment-banking role of Deriva-
tives Structurer, also known as Financial Engineer. After two and half years at Bank of America I secured a Financial 
Engineering job in New York.

At the outset, leaving physics/entering finance; I feared the process of adapting to an unfamiliar culture, building an 
entirely new network of colleagues. What I discovered though, is that large financial institutions regularly hire young 
Ph.D.s from math, science and technology fields as quantitative analysts. To my delight, I’ve met and worked with an 
abundance of professionals with similar backgrounds; among them I count at least ten UCSB Physics and KITP alumni so 
far.
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John Cardy Award
Paul Geffert

Wheelon Fellowship 
Paul Geffert

Joseph and Patrick Yzurdiaga Fellowship
Paul Geffert and Donald Suntrup

Ferrando-Fithian Fellowship
Genevieve Shattow

Chair’s Appreciation Award
Ann Hermundstad, Erik Perkins and Susanna Thon 

Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
Jenna Hagemeier and Kenneth Henisey

Arnold Nordsiek Award
Brian Kaye, Carsten Quinlan and Matthew Rowley

Oustanding Senior Award
Jesse Crossno and David Hassan

Chair’s Special Recognition of  
Outsanding Achievements
Julian Kelly, Bang Nhan and Christine Nielsen

Physics Circus Awards 
Nicholas Dellaripa, Karina Roitman, Genevieve Shattow 
and Max Watson

Physics Highest Academic Honors
Jesse Crossno, David Hassan, Bryan Kaye, Julian Kelly, 
Bang Nhan, Christine Nielsen, Carsen Quinlan and 
Matthew Rowley

Physics Academic Honors
Omar Ahmady, Timothy Beatty, Matthew Brehove, 
Thomas Foley, Joshua Murillo and Matthew Schreiner

Distinction in the Major
Omar Ahmady, Matthew Brehove, Steven Buchsbaum, 
Rory Hartong-Redden, David Hassan, Bryan Kaye, Julian 
Kelly, Kristopher Eric Martin, Joshua Murillo, Bang Nhan, 
Christine Nielsen, Manuel Olmedo and Carsten Quinlan

Research Honors
Jesse Crossno, Thomas Foley, Sasha Rosen, Nicole 
Carroll, Kenneth Cortez, Sean Denny and Bay Grabowski

Physics Student Award Recipients 2009-2010

Chancellor Henry T. Yang and former Physics Chair  
Mark Srednicki at the Spring 2010 Awards 

 We congratulate the following  
2010-2011 fellowship recipients: 

NSF Fellowships: Jennifer Cano, Christian 
Griset, Anna Pancoast, and Catherine Yeh.  
DOE Science Graduate Fellowship: 

Elizabeth Mullin  
Regent’s Special Fellowship: Paul Klimov  

Yzurdiaga Fellowship: Keith Fratus  
Doctoral Scholars Fellowship:  Keith Fratus 

Dean’s Fellowship: Amy Thompson

Congratulations to our  
most recent PhDs!
Jonathan Adams  

Gang Chen 
Gregory Dyer 

Jean-Luc Fraikin 
Scott Fraser 

Matthew Neely 
Ken Shen 

Charles Wickersham

Newly admitted graduate students were wel-
comed to the department with the annual  
Physics Graduate Student Orientation, held  
September 13-22 and organized by graduate  
advisor, Jennifer Farrar. Students participated 
in a number of Teaching Assistant training  
sessions and concluded their orientation with an 
all graduate reception,  giving the twenty-five new 
grads an opportunity to meet the current grad 
student body as well as members of faculty. 
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Thank You, Donors!
WE APPRECIATE THE GENEROSITY of the people and institutions who donated to the UCSB Physics Department.

Calling All Physics Alumni

Kate Yarbrough    n    Surfers at Coal Oil Point Reserve, 2007

Visit our Alumni web pages for more information about how 

to get involved with the UCSB Alumni community. Find us 

online at physics.ucsb.edu/people/alumni or email  

alumni@physics.ucsb.edu.

Free Alumni Email Address

Graduates of UCSB Physics programs qualify for  

alumni forwarding email addresses (for example:  

janesmith@alumni.physics.ucsb.edu.) Email sent to that 

address will be automatically forwarded to a specified 

email address. 

Send an email •	 alumni@physics.ucsb.edu

Include your graduating name/year•	

Indicate the @alumni address you wish to have•	

Provide your forwarding email address•	

INTERESTED IN GIVING to UCSB Physics? With a tax-deductible donation (payable to UC Regents,) you can support 
endeavors such as Graduate Fellowships, Undergraduate Special Projects, or Community Outreach. 

Please use the form provided on the back of this newsletter

Commandor Kermit A. Harcos, Jr.

Mrs. Paula D. Harcos

James Lichter ‘86

Mrs. Maureen R. McAllister

Pete A. McAllister, D.M.D.

Mr. Karl B. Runde

Beth and Michael Witherell

Patricia and Joe Yzurdiaga

GE Foundation

Las Cumbres Observatory

San Antonio  Area Foundation

The Simons Foundation 

The Tabasgo Foundation

from 1/01/2010-11/15/2010

UCSB Alumni Association
Keep your connection to UCSB by becoming a member of  

the UCSB Alumni Association. New Life Members receive a free 

fine art print from award-winning Santa Barbara artist Kate 

Yarbrough. 

Join online at www.ucsbalum.com or call (805) 893-4206. 

Donor Highlight: Joe Yzurdiaga
Joe Yzurdiaga is a financial advisor with Crowell, Weedon & Co.  

His parents immigrated to the US from Spain, and he is proud 

of his Basque heritage.  His father impressed upon Joe the 

importance of education.  While neither of his parents received 

a college education, it was important for Joe to do so, and he 

received his degree from UCLA. Joe and his wife, Pat, reside 

in Montecito, CA and they have three grown children and six 

grandchildren.

Joe is a big believer in supporting brilliant minds and those who 

work hard. He has a passion for science and wants to champion 

areas on the UCSB campus that are making an impact.  He 

strongly believes in meritocracy and likes to support students 

who are truly the best.

Pat and Joe have been generous benefactors of UC Santa 

Barbara since 2002. In addition to their annual support of 

graduate students in the Physics Department, the Yzurdiagas 

recently established the Yzurdiaga Graduate Student Fellowship 

Fund.  The Yzurdiaga Fellowships have been integral in the 

Department’s ability to recruit outstanding graduate students 

such as David Toyli, Amy Thompson, Paul Geffert, Trey Suntrup 

and, most recently, Keith Fratus. The Department’s ability to grow 

in reputation is dependent on the recruitment and retention of 

stellar graduate students who are engaged in active research 

in the field and we are appreciative of those who believe in our 

educational mission.

We are enormously grateful to Joe and Pat for their generous 

and continued support of our distinguished graduate students!



UCSB Professor Seeks Medical Breakthrough in New Bone Measurement Tool
Paul Hansma’s face lights up when he talks about what his latest research 

might mean for people who suffer after breaking their hips or other bones 

that become more and more brittle as they age. Statistics show that a 

woman is more likely to die in the next year after a hip fracture than if she’s 

had a heart attack.

Hansma, a professor of physics at UC Santa Barbara who has spent much 

of the past 20 years developing Atomic Force Microscopes, has focused on 

biophysical research and the study of human bones. His renowned bone tis-

sue research has led him to what he believes will be a significant step in the 

study of biomaterials: development of a new medical diagnostic tool –– the 

Reference Point Indentation (RPI) instrument.

Hansma is a co-author of a new study published in the Journal of Bone and 

Mineral Research. In the study, “Microindentation for in vivo Measurement of 

Bone Tissue Mechanical Properties in Humans,” Hansma and his co-authors 

say they have validated the RPI as a new tool for measuring the strength and 

quality of bones by using live human test subjects.

“This is a revolutionary breakthrough,” Hansma said of the RPI. “People get excited when they hear about this.”

The study documents the first clinical trials of the RPI, which uses a mechanically driven test probe enclosed in a microscopi-

cally small cylinder about the size of a hypodermic needle. The test probe is driven like a tiny piston into the bone of the test 

subject for about 10 seconds, creating microscopic indentations. The indentations are repeated and the microfractures are 

measured to determine the bone’s strength and quality.

“The properties of bone materials are an important part of fracture risk,” Hansma said. “In normal, everyday life, you wonder 

about whether something is going to break or not. It depends. How big is it? How thick is it? Is it made of balsa wood, or 

walnut? In the field of bone fracture risk, there has not been any instrument that can measure the material properties of 

bone relative to fracture risk, so it’s been ignored.”

Conventional measurement is currently done for bone mineral density. It’s done with X-rays, called DEXA (dual energy X-ray 

absorptiometry). “This is a measure of how much bone you have,” Hansma said. “As people age, they lose bone. This bone 

loss can be monitored with DEXA. If you’ve lost a certain amount, you’ll typically be prescribed drugs like Fosamax or Boniva. 

They help the bones get bigger, help mitigate bone loss and, in some cases, rebuild bone. It’s a $6 billion market right now, 

growing at 25 percent per year. All they’re doing is dealing with bone quantity. They’re dealing with half the problem.”

What’s been missing is a way to measure bone quality. Using the RPI, a doctor would be able to determine bone quality by 

studying the microfractures created in the bones of tested patients. “There’s been no way to measure this until now,” Han-

sma said. “This is just a local measurement of how easily the bone is fractured. Since there was no way to measure this, there 

was no way to develop therapies. But with the RPI, we can measure how easily a bone could be fractured. So now we have 

a goal –– let’s try to do something to the bone to lower the total indentation distance as measured by the RPI, because we 

would like the bone to be less easily fractured.”

All clinical trials have taken place in Barcelona, Spain, under the supervision of Hansma and Dr. Adolfo Diez-Perez, a physi-

cian at Hospital del Mar in Barcelona and the study’s first author. Hospital patients –– victims of hip fractures and other 

ailments –– were injected with a local anesthetic in their tibia. The leg bone was then tested using the RPI instrument. 

Spotlight on Faculty Research
Paul Hansma ]
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The RPI’s probe creates microfractures in the tibia, measur-

ing the force that’s being applied and the distance that the 

probe goes into the bone.

“What you can see from the tests is that everyone whose 

bone was easily fractured by the RPI’s indentations –– very 

easily fractured at a probe depth of 40 microns –– every sin-

gle one was someone who had previously suffered a bone 

fracture,” Hansma said. “And below 30 microns of probe 

depth, no one had suffered a fracture. It’s very statistically 

significant. Clearly, there’s a big difference.”

The ability to do these tests on live patients was a key factor 

in the success of the research. “You can’t cut a section out 

of a lot of peoples’ bones, test them with a conventional 

mechanical testing device, and then follow the people for 

10 years to see who has fractures,” Hansma said. “A small 

community of scientists has been working on bone material 

properties, but there has been a lack of any kind of connec-

tion to clinical trials. That’s what this paper represents: a 

bridge between the people who have been working on 

bone material properties, and the physicians who are need-

ing to make decisions about treating patients.” 

So far, the only site approved for clinical trials is in Spain. The 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not approved the 

RPI for tests in the United States. What would it take to get 

FDA approval? “Several million dollars for clinical studies in 

the U.S.,” Hansma said.

A new Santa Barbara company, Active Life Scientific, is cur-

rently selling the instruments to researchers for laboratory 

studies and hopes to raise the funds necessary to fund clini-

cal studies and receive FDA approval. For now, the company 

is focusing on preclinical and clinical research applications. 

It hopes to eventually develop diagnostic tools, making this 

new technology available to people who want to know 

about their risk of bone fracture and how to reduce it.

Hansma is chief scientific officer for Active Life, which was 

founded by two UCSB graduates, Davis Brimer and Alex 

Proctor. “This company was started by two students with-

out deep pockets,” Hansma said. “They have been funded 

to date by friends and family, and are now receiving funds 

from visionary investors who see the promise in this tech-

nology. They’ve sold nine instruments, including one to an 

equine veterinarian who believes the technology can be 

used to diagnose and treat racehorses. Active Life doesn’t 

yet have the resources to fund clinical trials, or to give 

instruments to people who can do clinical trials. That’s why 

we’re grateful to Adolfo. He funded the trials himself. With 

the results of his work in Barcelona being published, maybe 

there will be some new Adolfos in the United States who 

emerge to help move the technology to the clinic.”

Hansma’s next project will be a collaboration with UCSB 

Chancellor Henry T. Yang, who’s also a professor of engi-

neering, and Srinivasan Chandrasekar, a professor of 

industrial and materials engineering at Purdue University. 

The research, funded by a grant from the National Science 

Foundation, will focus on developing optimized cutting 

methodologies for bone. The RPI will be used to evaluate 

the quality of the bone surface after it has been cut. The 

long-term goal, according to Hansma, is to minimize dam-

age to bone and tissue during surgery.

Co-authors with Hansma on the RPI study are Dan Morse, 

Connor Randall, Daniel Bridges, and James Weaver, all of 

UC Santa Barbara; Perez, Roberto Guerri, and Maria Jesus 

Pena, of Hospital del Mar in Barcelona; Xavier Nogues, 

Leonardo Mellibovsky, and Enric Caceres, of RETICEF, Insti-

tuto Carlos III in Madrid, Spain; Kurt J. Koester and Robert 

O. Ritchie, of UC Berkeley; and Proctor and Brimer, of Active 

Life Scientific. Helping Hansma with the RPI in his lab are 

undergraduates Sasha Cohen, Bryan Kaye, Omar Ahmady, 

Max Myers, and Brianna Miner. Hal Kopeikin helped with 

the statistical analysis.

  
  
 George Foulsham

 Courtesy of the Office of Public Affairs
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A microscopic 
view of the RPI 

probe- Photo 
courtesy of the 
Office of Public 

Affairs



UCSB Physics Circus 
Winter 2011 Show Dates:

 Harding Elementary @ UCSB

                              January 20, 2011

Foothill Elementary 
                               January 27, 2011

El Camino Elementary 
                              February 15, 2011

Monroe Elementary 
                              February 23, 2011

UCSB Science Fair

                                       March 4, 2011 

Department in the Community
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The Society for Advancement of  
Chicanos and Native Americans  
in Science (SACNAS) is dedicated to  
fostering the success of Hispanic/Chicano 
and Native American scientists- from  
college students to professionals-in attain-
ing advanced degrees, careers, and 
positions of leadership. Graduate student 
Curtis Asplund and Professor Elisabeth 
Gwinn represented UCSB Physics at the 
annual SACNAS meeting in Anaheim 
September 30th – October 3rd, 2010. They 
participated in a “Conversations with Sci-
entists” session and distributed pamphlets 
about UCSB physics and summer research 
opportunities. We hope this personal 
contact will lead to a higher fraction of 
new graduate students who identify with 
groups traditionally underrepresented in 
the physics community.

The UCSB Physics Circus is an outreach 
program that is run through the Physics Depart-
ment, consisting of enthusiastic graduate 
students, undergraduate students and faculty.  
Currently in its 13th year, the Physics Circus 
travels each week to local elementary schools 
and puts on a series of interactive demonstra-
tions that teach students about fundamental 
concepts in physics, including momentum, elec-
tricity and magnetism, air pressure, and the 
properties of liquid nitrogen.  Through the use 
of accessible language, familiar experiences, 
at-home experiment ideas, and audience par-
ticipation, the Physics Circus team is able to 
supplement existing physical science programs 
and stimulate interest in the physical sciences 
at the elementary school level.  More info can 
be found at www.physics.ucsb.edu/~circus.

The American Institute of Physics has 
just recognized the UCSB physics department 
for being among the top 19 departments in 
awarding physics bachelor’s degrees to His-
panic Americans in the five year period from 

2004-2008.



Media Flashes
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Professor Donald Marolf 
appeared in the Time Travel 
episode of The Universe. The 
show premiered on the History 
Channel August 19, 2010.

The show Inside the Milky 
Way presented by the National 
Geographic Channel aired 
October 24, 2010. Andy  
Howell, Adjunct Professor of 
Physics and Las Cumbres Obser-

vatory Global Telescope (LCOGT) Staff Scientist, 
spoke about supernovae when the cameras vis-
ited Santa Barbara.

Undergraduate Physics course, 
Physics 43 “Origins”,  was 
mentioned in a September 
2010 Newsweek article on the 
changing face of the study of 
religion. The course, offered Fall 
2010, used an interdisciplinary 
approach to investigate broad 
questions regarding the origins 
of the cosmos. It was co-created 
by Professor Tommaso Treu 
of Physics, Professor Stefania 
Tutino of the Departments of 
History and Religious Studies and 
Professor Richard Hecht of the 
Department of Religious Studies. 

UCSB Graduate Programs Among Top in U.S.,  
According to New NRC Assessment

The National Research Council (NRC) has published its long-awaited report evaluating over 5,000 doc-
toral programs in 62 fields at 212 universities in the United States. UC Santa Barbara has significantly 
improved its position among research universities in this new NRC assessment. 

The NRC’s evaluations of research-doctorate programs are conducted by the National Academies every 
10-15 years. Previous evaluations appeared in 1982 and 1995. This year’s NRC report uses a new meth-
odology designed to show the full complexity of the data and the difficulty of giving a unique ranking. 
Each program and department was given a wide range of possible rankings, depending on how much 
weight was given to the different components used in the ranking. 

“UC Santa Barbara is very proud that among our 31 doctoral programs assessed by the NRC, 10 pro-
grams, or nearly a third, have a range of rankings reaching into the top five in the country; 14, or 45 
percent, are in the range of the top 10; and 20, or nearly two-thirds, are in the range of the top 20,” said 
Chancellor Henry T. Yang. “These new rankings reflect UC Santa Barbara’s rapid rise in our world-class 
stature over the decades, and serve as a resounding affirmation of the quality and diversity of our doc-
toral programs, which form the fundamental basis of a strong research university. Our top-notch faculty, 
outstanding students, and dedicated staff are all to be credited and thanked for this highly interdisciplin-
ary and collaborative achievement.”

Using information from key indexes presented in the study results, 10 departments and programs across 
the disciplines at UC Santa Barbara were given ranking ranges that extended into the top five. Leading 
these programs was the Materials Department, which was ranked number one over its entire range, and 
was the only department in the country to be ranked so highly in any field of engineering. Other campus 
graduate programs with ranking ranges in the top five included Chemical Engineering, Communica-
tion, Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Geography, Marine Science, Mechanical 
Engineering, Physics, and Theater and Dance. Of these, Theater and Dance, Marine Science, and Com-
munication were not evaluated previously by the NRC.

Press release courtesy of the Office of Public Affairs
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small title ]
TitleScholarships, awards and fellowships give our  
students access to and recognition for excellent  

research. Team up with us to support these  
programs and enable the success of current  

and future students.    
 

To make a contribution, please fill out the form below 
and mail using the attached envelope. 

Engineering and the Sciences Development         
Attn: Melinda Glasgow               
University of California                                                       

Santa Barbara, CA 93106-6035

Or donate online at www.physics.ucsb.edu
Click on “Giving” then click on “On-line Giving Form”

      

For more information or to help in your own way, 
 connect with us: 

Melinda Glasgow, Assistant Dean of Development  
805-893-2580 or melinda.glasgow@ia.ucsb.edu

Name:_______________________________________ Former Name (if any):_______________________________________

Address:_____________________________ City:_________________________________ State:_________ Zip:_________

Email address:_______________________________________________________ Degree:____________________________

Field:_____________________________________

ENCLOSED IS MY GIFT OF:

	$1,000	-	$9,999				Chancellor’s	Council

	$500	-	$999				Young	Alumni	Chancellor’s	Council	(Alumni	since	2001)

	$500							$250							$100							Other:	$______________

GIFT DESIGNATION:

	Please	direct	my	gift	where	the	need	is	greatest	in	the	Department	of	Physics	at	the	discretion	of	the	Chair

	Please	use	my	gift	for	the	following:______________________________________________________________________

PAYMENT METHOD:

	I	have	enclosed	a	check	payable	to	the	UC	Regents

	Please	charge	$____________	now	to	my	credit	card								VISA					Master	Card				American	Express				Discover

Name (as it appears on card):______________________________________________________________________________

Account Number:_____________________________________  Expiration Date:____________________________________

Signature:_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Every gift is appreciated- thank you for your generosity! 
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You Make the Difference Connect with 
Physics

There are a wide range of naming opportunities available for gifts in support of students, distinguished 
speakers, laboratory space and endowed chairs. For more information, Please contact Melinda Glasgow at 
805-893-2580.  
It is the policy of the University of California, Santa Barbara and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation that a 
modest portion of gifts and/or the income from gifts may be used to defray the costs of raising and admin-
istering funds. Appeal Code 11PHN

All Gaucho Reunion:

	 •April 29- May 1, 2011

Physics Award Ceremony:

	 •June 2, 2011

LCOGT Spring 2011 Lecture:

	 •May 2011

Summer Research Symposium

 September 2011


